Performance of Prompt Gamma fall-off detection
in clinical simulations
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3. M ETHODS M ODULATED S POT
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2. T REATMENT PLAN ANALYSIS
By studying recent treatment plans from various
proton clinics, we observe very few spots with
weights over 108 protons. The number of spots
can vary over more than an order of magnitude per
plan, and therefore spot intensities inversely vary
over an order of magnitude as well. The negative
correlation between the typical spot weight and
plan robustness is an important observation, and
presents a challenge: in robust plans where
precision is required, and treatment verification
seems most pertinent, PG cameras must be able
to deal with lower spot weights than previously
anticipated (less than <107 protons).
The remainder of the study investigates the
number of primaries required for a usable PG
signal. The spots in second field of the following
treatment plan are considered:
Total nr of primaries: 2.76 × 1010 . Mean spot weight: 1.67 × 107
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We considered a clinical head and neck case for
which both a CT and re-planning (RP)CT were
available. The patient had suffered from significant
weight loss, which should translate to an expected
shift in the dose and PG profiles. A treatment
plan was created for the CT image (see Section
2), and it was irradiated on both CT and RPCT
in silico using the vpgTLE mechanism available
in Gate/Geant4 (Huisman et al. 2016). During
the irradiation, two PG cameras implemented as
published (Pinto et al. 2014, Peralli et al. 2014),
recorded the PG profiles, spot by spot.
We
study shifted distributions as function of the spot
weights, for each camera, from 106 − 109 primaries.
A FOP estimation was applied on 50 CT and 50
RPCT realizations to obtain FOP distributions for
both images. Then, 2500 possible measured FOP
shift were compiled by comparing each CT and
RPCT FOP.

4. R ESULT M ODULATED S POT
FOP shifts detected by the MPS camera, as function
of primary protons, for a spot A are shown below.
The results at the prescribed spot weight (4.7 · 107 )
or less result in standard deviations too large to
warrant further investigation, which is why they are
omitted from the rest of this study.
109 : µ∆ = 12.6, σ∆ = 1.15±0.01, P∆ = 100%
108 : µ∆ = 11.6, σ∆ = 3.25±0.04, P∆ = 99%
4.7 · 107 : µ∆ = 12.5, σ∆ = 4.73±0.06, P∆ = 96%
107 : µ∆ = 7.31, σ∆ = 58.9±0.83, P∆ = 0.8%
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Tabulated measured (mean) FOP shifts (µ∆ ± σ),
for three selected spots, for both cameras, for both
109 and 109 primaries are shown below. They may
be compared to the FOPs obtained for the Dose
profile, PG emission profile and a point spread
function applied to the PG emission, which models
the PG transport from emission to detection. All
numbers are in units of millimeters.
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A natural way to improve statistics is to integrate
PG profiles over multiple spots. We investigate
if and how spot-grouping methods improve FOP
estimation. We took all spots in the iso-energy
layer of spot A and compared the results with
an iso-depth grouping for spot A. Iso-depth
grouping revolves around pre-computing the FOP
on the dose profiles beforehand, which is clinically
implementable in a TPS. In the plot below, the
number of spots are binned according to their dose
FOPs (red) and multiplied with their respective
spot weights plotted in green. For comparison, the
dose profile (cumulative over all spots) is plotted in
blue (not to scale).
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As the first Prompt Gammas (PG) cameras are
deployed in clinical setting, we studied PG fall-off
positions (FOP) estimation on a complete clinical
simulations.
The number of protons (spot
weight) required for a consistent FOP estimate was
investigated for two PG cameras, a multiparallel slit
(MPS) and knife-edge slit (KES) design, for a single
spot of a fully clinical Monte Carlo simulation of a
patient treatment. A new spot-grouping method
is proposed that combines better measurement
statistics with fall-off preservation.

5. M ETHODS S POT G ROUPING
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6. R ESULT G ROUPING
Dose
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6. C ONCLUSION
Spot-by-spot PG monitoring appears to be
unrealistic given the required statistics for a
measurement with millimetric precision and the
available statistics in normal and certainly high
precision treatment plans. Two spot grouping
methods were presented and demonstrated. The
precision of the shift improved with respect to
iso-energy grouping for the KES camera (1σ = 3.82
and 2.87 mm, iso-energy and iso-depth resp.), but
not for the MPS (1σ = 1.17 and 1.05 mm, iso-energy
and iso-depth resp.). It is shown that grouping
spots does not necessarily negatively affect the
precision compared to the artificially increased
spots, which means some form of spot grouping
can enable clinical use of these PG cameras if
the sum of the spot weights is at least 109 proton
primaries. With all spots or spot groups the MPS
camera has a better signal compared to the KES,
thanks to a larger detection efficiency and a lower
background level due to time of flight selection.
An extended version of this study will be submitted
to Physics in Medicine and Biology.
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